LEARNERS' PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE
PART – A
PERSONAL DETAILS

1. Name :

2. Age & Date of Birth :

3. Sex Male / Female

4. Mother Tongue :

5. Name of school last studied in :
   a) Location : Urban / Rural
   b) Type of school : Govt. School / Matriculation / CBSE / Anglo Indian

6. Medium of instruction in school : English / Tamil/ others

7. Education of parents :
   a) Father : High School /10 / HSc / UG / PG
   b) Mother : High School /10 / HSc / UG / PG

8. What are the languages known to you?
   To speak: To write:
   a)  
   b)  
   c)  

9. Can any one or both parents speak English? Both / Father/ Mother/ None

10. Are you interested in general reading in English? If yes, what do you read (Novels, Magazines, Newspapers, etc.) please specify.

11. Language usually used for communication during
   a) Class hours :
   b) At home :

12. Do you use computer outside the classroom to learn English?

13. Would you rather learn English from other people, computer or both? Why.

14. Are you interested in learning new words in English? If so what methods have you adopted to learn them?
Tick the relevant columns in the following questions:


16. Do you have the habit of reading books in - Mother Tongue/ English/ Both

17. If yes, on an average how frequently do you read? More than two in a month/ Two books a month/ less than two

18. Do you read English stories/English magazine articles/ Watch English films

19. Do you follow the lectures in English in all the subjects? Yes/ No

20. If no, is it - Most of it / some of it / all of it.

21. Is your difficulty because you cannot understand words/ fluency of the teacher

22. Do you speak English at home? Often/ sometimes/ rarely

23. Do you speak in English with your friends and classmates? Often/ sometimes/ rarely.

24. If you don't speak in English, is it because - you lack vocabulary/ grammatical knowledge/ fear of speaking/ more comfortable in mother tongue than English?

25. Do you think you need to improve your English? Yes/ No

26. Do you make any effort to improve your English? Yes/ No

27. If yes, how do you try to improve? Mention some strategies employed by you-

28. Do you expect your English teacher to help you in improving your language in any or all areas - Listening/ speaking/ reading/ writing

29. If yes, How in

Listening

Speaking

Reading

Writing

30. Mention any other help you expect from your teacher: